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PURGED ARTICLE| Where is Timothy
Cunningham’s Whistleblower Report on

Coronavirus?

This article was PURGED by UNKNOWN ACTORS along with my website’s SQL file. #IC3Filed The article
was found, and I think it’s time to talk about Timothy Cunningham. A Naval Officer that drowns in a river
faced down 3 inches deep. How many sailors do you know can’t swim? HERE IS THE ARCHIVE, initially
published on March 13, 2020.

Who Is Timothy Cunningham? He worked for the CDC, but he was a special CDC officer. He was an
Epidemic Intelligence Service officer. What’s that? Epidemic Intelligence Service Officers deal with
diseases and biowarfare. He was on the team for H1N1, Ebola, and the Zika virus. He mysteriously died
when THEY decided to deploy their chaos.

According to exclusive sources, he was startled with findings over the years regarding how flu vaccines
amplify the side effects of viral infections rather than inoculate patients effectively.

In December of 2017, Cunningham was assigned to what was at the time a new project unofficially known
as “Shogun.” According to our exclusive sources, testing and manipulation of the SARS strand were being
used against a new drug that could eliminate a virus to infect your cells. It’s important to understand HOW
viruses function to understand WHAT Timothy Cunningham’s whistleblower report had.

Viral infections, in other words, are your cells being hijacked to spew out more viruses. The cells in your
body are used as a host to replicate more viral cells until none of your cells are left. Viruses are like stupid
parasites; they keep going until all life is eradicated. Unless they can mutate to a point where they can
metabolize without a host, they will die too. In essence, they use your cells to increase but don’t have a
plan when they are “done” with you.

Until now, most medications like Tamiflu focus on disabling viruses to “explode.” When a virus hijacks a
cell, it replicates until the cell explodes (lysis). Tamiflu doesn’t allow the lytic cycle to be completed;
therefore, no other cells are infected by the newly created viruses.
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WHAT DID TIMOTHY CUNNINGHAM FIND OUT?
It turns out that the Chinese did what they always do. They stole (were given) proprietary information
from the CDC and labs at Harvard to kickstart their new research, funded by the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation. This new research is two-prong.

Designing the SARS virus to target specific cells that control fertility in males. Almost like chemical
castration.

Designing the SARS virus to infect and insert “protein code” with retroviral applications that respond to
SQUARE WAVES.

In 2015, the Chinese successfully came upon research that found a novel method to control viral
infections. The study focused on inducing apoptosis of cells (which self-destruct) when the initiation of
viral material production is detected. The lab in Wuhan, China, is where the Chinese investigate and
create subtle BioWarfare agents. For every bioweapon you make, an “antidote” must be created. In this
case, they took the antidote (so did the CDC� and reverse-engineered different weapons.

Cunningham discovered that specific individuals in the U.S. were working on information they received
from the Chinese regarding weaponizing SARS – with high specificity in virulence targeting particular
genetic code and enzyme packets for transcription. In essence, the new virus would mimic that of HIV. A
“smart” virus that could replicate all ligands of target cells not to be detected by innate immune cells and
therefore “lie in waiting.”

In January 2018, the CDC’s EID �Epidemic Intel Division) had decided to test this in specific COHORTS.

WHAT IS A SPECIFIC COHORT?
Have you noticed how all your vaccines and flu shots have bar codes? They are scanned multiple times,
etc. Well, with the information they gather from clinics, hospitals, and pharmacies via your insurance
(thanks to Obamacare), the CDC has a complete picture of almost everyone’s health. In addition, your
DNA… is stored at your local hospital or clinic every time you give blood, not convinced? Read the fine
print in your “CONSENT TO TREAT” that you are compelled to sign every time you visit. According to
federal guidelines, clearly states they can hold all audio, pics, video, and DNA for up to 7 years and
SHARE it. �Again, thanks, Obamacare). What are the federal guidelines? Obamacare made it so any
insurance company and any private company they contract with, like Global Strategies Group, Lockheed,
Google, Amazon, etc. – including car insurance, can have access to it. Don’t believe it – READ the
Affordable Care Act.

With that in mind, a cohort is a selected group of individuals or target demographic that you test drugs
on.

HERE IS A PURELY HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE:
The Cleveland Clinic has various groups of primary care. Hypothetically speaking, if the target group were
“Caucasian males aged 35�55 that have ABC genetic type, found in specific European groups,” then you
would find which clinic patients have that fit that profile. Let’s assume that two offices provide a 15% test
pool for that target group because the clinics are present in neighborhoods with many German and Polish
migrants. The remaining 85% are statistical data or controls that can provide direction for future research.

Once your cohort sample is identified, you usually deploy the drug you want to test. Hypothetically
speaking, the flu vaccines or PNEUMONIA vaccines that people over 50 offer every ten years can be your
MEAN to test your drug or bioweapon covertly.

The above scenario is hypothetical but rings true because, in Spring, people are testing positive across
the nation for Influenza A and B rapidly. Those were vaccines deployed in 2018 and 2019, which is very
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telling.

We asked our exclusive source about that, and the response was:

WHAT DID TIMOTHY CUNNINGHAM ALLEGEDLY KNOW?
An omitted fact preceding Cunningham’s disappearance is his recent meeting with certain people from
Japan. He provided data that confirmed that the Chinese and certain entities met in McLean, Virginia,
discussed.

Before his disappearance and “suicide,” he visited ALL his close confidants, terrified as he was bold
enough to leave a paper trail by filing a whistleblower report. He filed it on a Monday, and within 48 hours,
he knew that his identity was not protected. He attempted to reach the President of the United States.
General Kelly was not very happy about that from what our sources say, and in his panic seemed erratic.
Tim didn’t sound right. He told people to delete his phone number and was on the run because people
would kill him. The FBI counterintelligence division, the same one Peter Strzok worked for, knows that –
there are emails.

Two weeks after his disappearance, he was found dead in a river. They claimed it was a result of suicide.
A sailor died of drowning? Even as an NCO, you go through the swim test and swim class.

His knowledge? Japan created an all-encompassed cure, and pharmaceutical companies were seeking
ways around it.

In�uenza A and B expression could indicate that they contracted COVID-19 but expressed the virus they
were supposed to be inoculated with. In other words, COVID-19 exposure may activate the “dead” virus,

hypothetically speaking.

Former EID O�cer
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DOES PRESIDENT DONALD J. TRUMP KNOW?
Does President Trump know that while all of us are getting VACCINATED, Shionogi & Co., a Japanese
company from Japan, has invented a drug that can eradicate ANY VIRUS that invades the human body?

Imagine if the United States of America people knew that their annual flu vaccine was unnecessary every
year and that all their Congresspersons and Senators have HUGE pharmaceutical portfolios. Imagine if
they also knew that the hospital and doctors were rewarded for all the vaccines they provided, even
though they were unnecessary because a medication can stop any virus.

Hypothetically speaking, you can’t come out and say something like that- ever-you would be christened
the King of Tin Foil hats. Though people got sick and an “epidemic” happened to draw attention to the
“flu,” it would be appropriate… hypothetically speaking.

The complaints many have is that President Trump is NOT distributing CDC-derived testing kits. Instead,
he has requested all labs and hospitals nationwide to create their own. Why? No centralization of
information. Publicly available information promotes transparency. It’s evident that the EID is foaming at
the mouth right now, and the Deep State is terrified.

The amplification of the “flu” and the quarantines – self or government-imposed – create a hyper-focused
public that demands answers.

RELATED: DEMOCRATS BIG PUSH ORGAN HARVESTING|TARGETS CHILDREN
AS YOUNG AS 14
So many rumors and hypotheses – but one thing can shed some light. Shionogi & Co. used their ANTI�HIV
medications to create their FLU TERMINATOR. The medication disallows the RNA/DNA of the virus to be
replicated by the HUMAN nucleus. That means it is a generic drug that disables “unzipping proteins”
necessary for transcription. If the cells can’t be hijacked, then the virus dies in the intercellular space it
occupies since it lacks a host.

The Kansas City Star had the most abundant information surrounding the missing EID Officer:

If what our sources tell us is accurate, and if Japan has a blanket drug with this virus being designed to
evade it, the President of the United States would definitely know. Time for Mr. Cunningham’s whistle-
blower report to be leaked.

Why are we getting vaccinated against viruses when we can terminate the ability to have them hijacked in
the �rst place?

Timothy Cunningham said that to his close friend before he disappeared

The Cunninghams have told police about a “worrisome” phone call and text messages from him on Feb. 11,
the details of which they shared with police but are keeping private from others.

Kansas City Star

JUST HAD A GREAT CONVERSATION WITH PRIME MINISTER ABE OF JAPAN. I TOLD HIM THAT THE JUST
COMPLETED OLYMPIC VENUE IS MAGNIFICENT. HE HAS DONE AN INCREDIBLE JOB, ONE THAT WILL

MAKE HIM VERY PROUD. GOOD THINGS WILL HAPPEN FOR JAPAN AND THEIR GREAT PRIME MINISTER.
LOTS OF OPTIONS!
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The mass hysteria and weaponization of a flu coup by the mainstream media �MSM� were done to make
the case that the president is incompetent and tank the market. “Never let a good crisis go to waste” is a
saying the Deep State loves, and one that seems pretty accurate in this case.

They are buying time to avoid the inevitable.

National Emergency|the perfect cloak for a molecular execution. #DiseaseIsTheNewElectricChair

Like my work, you can tip me or support me via TIP ME or support me on Subscribestar! I am 100%

people-funded.

— DONALD J. TRUMP (@REALDONALDTRUMP) MARCH 13, 2020
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